FAMILY TENDENCIES — LO\TE ASPECTS
impulses ensures that these impulses shall have time and
opportunity to devote the great motive power at their disposal
to the work involved in mental growth and education, so the
early arousal of object-love in connection with the parents
ensures that these impulses shall take that direction which
alone will enable the child to become a useful and a pleasant
member of society.
(6) If the incestuous direction  of affection thus assists the The   Narciss-
devdopment  of  object-love,   we  must   not forget that at the ^^J^6^
same  time it is  calculated  to  give  a considerable  degree of also   satisfied
satisfaction to the Narcissistic  elements  of love. In their most by incestuous
characteristic and pronounced form, these Narcissistic elements
will usually manifest themselves in a homosexual direction and
therefore  not in  the typical form   of incestuous  heterosexual
affection with which we are here chiefly concerned. There can
be little doubt however that, in a less violent and overwhelming
form   and    as   a   factor   in   a  total   complex   situation,   the"
Narcissistic elements do enter very frequently into normal love
between  members  of the opposite sexes.  The similarities—
physical, mental and circumstantial—that usually exist between
those who are of common descent bring it about that a partial
identification of the self with the loved  object is often  easier
in the case of a blood  relative  than with  any  other person.
Hence the influence  of this factor will frequently add itself to
the other forces which tend to produce an incestuous direction
of affection.
The partial identification upon which the operation of this
Narcissistic factor in object-love depends, may of course take
place at many different psychic levels, from one at which the
perception of the resemblance between the loved object and
the self may to some extent enter into consciousness, to one
at which the identification seems to rest upon some mysterious
deep-seated and archaic bond of union, depending possibly
upon organic factors or upon the experiences of pre-natal life
—such a bond for instance as that which arises perhaps as a
result of the close vital connection between mother and child
during the period of gestation and lactation1.
1 Cp. T. Burrow, "The Genesis and Meaning of Homosexuality and its
relation to the problem of introverted mental states." Psychoanalytic
Review, IV. 272.
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